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Abstract
Examples in which agents ‘game’ incentives and direct effort to useless
or even harmful activities abound. Clearly, gaming matters for whether to
use incentive schemes and if so which. Surprisingly, the role of gaming
when designing incentives has been confined to informal interpretations and
claims. Gaming neither features in the standard procedure of finding optimal
incentives nor in results on the value of information for designing them. This
paper proposes a proper definition of gaming and uses it to render the role of
gaming for designing incentives explicit.
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Introduction

Ignoring that economic agents may ‘game’ incentives has let to problems in a
plethora of real-life incentive schemes.1 For an example, consider the attempt of
the U.S. Agency of International Development (USAID) to fight an infestation of
Colorado potato beetles in Afghanistan by paying 5 dollar for the delivery of each
bottle full of these beetles. Incentives were suppressed when locals were found
breeding beetles, instead of collecting them.2 For a less extreme example, consider
strategic citations that researchers use in the hope to increase publication chances
without increasing the scientific value of their manuscript.3 In both examples,
incentives are successful in getting some agent (local or academic) to exert effort
but this effort is at least partially directed to a course of action that is useless or
even harmful to the principal (USAID, Principal or President of the University)
who introduced incentives.
Holmström and Milgrom (1991) and Baker (1992) show that fully or partially
suppressing incentives (as done by USAID) can be optimal and attribute this to the
agent wrongly allocating ‘effort’, ‘time’ or ‘attention’ across different tasks,4 or
‘gaming’ incentives. All this suggests that ‘dysfunctional behavior’ by the agent
should affect whether and which incentives to use.
The Nobel Prize Committee (2016), in honoring the work by Bengt Holmström,
claims that a multi-dimensional action choice by the agent (or: multitasking) is
required to formalize arguments on how ‘dysfunctional behavior’ affects incentive
design. The formal approach of finding optimal incentives under multitasking,
however, does not seem to be affected by such behavior. Just as in the single
1 For

more examples, see Stephen J. Dubner’s freakonomics podcast from Nov 10,
2012. Retrieved 19 Oct 2015 from http://freakonomics.com/2012/10/11/the-cobra-effect-a-newfreakonomics-radio-podcast/. Examples of gaming are referred to in survey articles on incentives
by Gibbons (1998) and Prendergast (1999) and are analyzed empirically by Oyer (1998), Dranove
et al. (2003), Courty and Marschke (2004), Courty and Marschke (2008), Propper et al. (2010),
Hong et al. (2013), Larkin (2014), Sloof and van Praag (2015), or Forbes et al. (2015).
2 Ben Arnoldy, Christian Science Monitor (28th of July 2010).
3 Frey (2003) claims that some academics respond to the strong incentives to publish by ‘prostituting’ themselves instead of pursuing original research. (Ironically, he provided a case in point by
boosting his own publication count through submitting resembling ideas to different journals— see
Frey, 2011)
4 Holmström and Milgrom do not explicitly link their propositions to the agent’s allocation
decision but mentioned it in the title and first paragraph of Section 3 in their paper.
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task case, the designer minimizes the loss from having to use incentives (agency
costs), or equivalently, she maximizes her utility under the agent’s participation
and incentive constraint.
Findings on whether and which performance information to use for providing
incentives under multitasking also remain mute about ‘gaming’. Christensen et
al. (2010) show that key results, e.g., the sufficient statistic result by Holmström
(1979, 1982), carry over from single to multitasking. These results, however, imply
that any independent piece of information about the agent’s behavior, such as the
number of beetle filled bottles, should be used to provide incentives—as if ‘gaming’
would not matter.5
Lacking a proper definition of ‘gaming’, ‘misdirected effort’, or ‘dysfunctional
behavior’, it has so far been impossible to formally analyze the role of such
behavior for incentive design. Instead, we had to content ourselves with informal
interpretations and claims. The present paper proposes a proper definition of
gaming and uses it to pin down its role when choosing incentives.
In the initial examples, incentives induce the agent to provide some resource,
e.g., effort, time or attention, and then badly allocate it. A proper definition of
gaming requires a description of the resource, to what it can be allocated, and what
makes the allocation ‘bad’.
In the definition that I propose, the resource is the agent’s effort e, a real number
that describes the agent’s preferences over different courses of action in absence of
incentives, or equivalently, his (psychological) costs from a given action choice.
Accordingly, taking a nap requires less effort from a local than collecting beetles as
long as he prefers the former to the latter. For a local who equally dislikes spending
5 minutes outside in the hot sun collecting beetles or 30 min inside breeding them,
collecting and breeding would require the same effort, say ẽ. Incentives generate
effort ẽ in the sense that they produce displeasure: the agent gives up a course of
action that he prefers (taking a nap) for something that he dislikes (breeding).
The effort ẽ that is generated by incentives can be allocated to different courses
of action: collecting or breeding. An agent is then said to game incentives if the
5 Relatedly,

the set of useless signals in the multitasking LEN model characterized by Feltham
and Xie (1994) in Condition (13) has measure zero in the set of all signals. Any signal that is
somehow related to the principal’s benefit, even if negatively (like the number of beetle-filled
bottles), should be used— see also equation (3) in Baker (2002).
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generated effort is not used for the action choice that is most beneficial to the
principal (here: collecting) but for something else (here: breeding).
This definition of gaming offers —to my knowledge— the first formal reading
of the informal claims that ‘seemingly dysfunctional behavior’ could have been
avoided by ‘basing pay on an employee’s contribution to firm value’ (Baker et
al., 1994) or that ‘rewarding for A while hoping for B’ is ‘foolish’ (Kerr, 1975).
Using a simple multitasking model, Section 2 shows that aligning incentives with
the principal’s benefit prevents gaming (Proposition 1). The specific definition of
gaming proposed here is crucial for this result. As will become clear, aligning
incentives does, for example, not ensure that the agent allocates his working time
to the most beneficial course of action.
Any insight on how to avoid gaming is only useful if incentive designers
care about gaming. But given that their aim is minimizing agency costs, why
would they? With the proposed definition, this question can be answered. Gaming
contributes to agency costs just as the agent’s unwillingness to exert effort (shirking)
and both are thus implicitly taken into account when incentive designers try to
reduce these costs (Proposition 2).
For the intuition, consider as a (hypothetical) benchmark how much the principal would have gained had the agent used his effort to the principal’s largest
benefit. Adding and subtracting this benchmark to agency costs (a trick similar to
that in the Hicks-decomposition into income and substitution effect) reveals that
for any incentive scheme, whether optimally chosen or not, these costs have two
components: the principal’s loss from gaming and shirking.
When minimizing agency costs, incentive designers will exploit any chance to
reduce shirking costs without increasing gaming costs and vice versa. Ultimately,
these opportunities are exhausted and losses from shirking and gaming need to be
traded off (Proposition 3). In particular, the incentive designer may want to trade
more gaming for less shirking. When publications are the only measure of research
output, one has to accept strategic citations (gaming) in order to get academics
to strive harder (reduce shirking). Rather than ‘foolish‘, incentives that are not
aligned with the principal’s benefit can be optimal although they are gamed by the
agent (see Section 2).
Incentives can be suppressed because they (i) lead the agent to reduce some
4

valuable input or (ii) misdirect the agent’s effort. While the first argument has been
formalized in many ways,6 the lack of a proper definition of ‘misdirected effort’
meant that the second had to remain verbal. Using the definition of gaming, it is
formalized here for the first time (Corollary 1).
All these insights on how ‘dysfunctional behavior’ affects incentives hold
relatively generally. In contrast to the claim by the Nobel Prize Committee (2016),
a multidimensional choice is not required to formalize them. Section 3 introduces a
framework that embeds most single and multitasking moral-hazard models. In this
framework, a multi-dimensional action space is neither necessary nor sufficient
for gaming (Lemma 1). Still, aligning incentives with the principal’s benefit
prevents gaming (Proposition 4), agency costs are due to gaming and shirking
(Proposition 5) and both have to be traded-off (Corollary 2). Moreover, gaming
continues to be the only reason to ignore performance information and suppress
incentives (Corollary 3). Since the model by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) is a
special case of this framework, the reason for incentives to be suppressed in their
model is also gaming as defined here.
Agency costs could, of course, be decomposed in many ways. The proposed
decomposition, however, exactly identifies what invalidates standard results when
moving beyond the traditional moral-hazard model. Section 4 revisits Holmström’s
sufficient statistic result (1979) and Kim’s ranking of information systems (1995)
when effort can be misdirected. Both results are shown to fully apply to shirking
costs (Corollary 4 and 5) but not to agency costs (Proposition 6). It is thus the
precise definition of gaming here, which overturns these results. This also clarifies
that any generalizations of such results, for example those by Christensen et al.
(2010), have to remain partial because they ignore the effect of gaming.
The trade-off between gaming and shirking is not the first attempt to capture
Holmström and Milgrom’s notion (1991) that it matters for incentive design how
well the agent’s activity at different tasks is measured. Feltham and Wu (2000)
and Baker (2000, 2002) propose that more congruity of a performance measure
with the benefit comes at the price of less precision. While this implicitly assumes
6 See

Seabright (2009); Bénabou and Tirole (2003, 2006); Sliwka (2007); Herold (2010); Friebel
and Schnedler (2011); Schnedler (2011); Schnedler and Vadovic (2011); van der Weele (2012);
Schnedler and Vanberg (2014).
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that the principal prefers more to less congruent measures of the same precision,
she actually prefers measures that emphasize tasks that the agent likes (Schnedler,
2008, Proposition 2). Section 5 uses the gaming-shirking approach to re-visit this
finding. While congruity between the performance measure and the principal’s
benefit is desirable in the sense that it eliminates gaming (Corollary 6), it increases
the loss from shirking (Corollary 7).

2

Gaming and Shirking: A Multitasking Example

The aim of this section is to explicitly identify the role of gaming for the design of
incentives in a multitasking example.
First, I introduce a simple multitasking principal-agent model and describe
the standard approach of finding optimal incentives. Then, I propose a definition
of gaming and show that it seems to capture at least what Baker et al. (1994)
mean by ‘seemingly dysfunctional behavior’ by formalizing their verbal claim
that aligning incentives prevents such behavior (Proposition 1). I also derive the
costs of gaming and contrast them with the costs of shirking. Then, agency costs
are decomposed into gaming and shirking costs (Proposition 2). This illustrates
that gaming affects incentive design in the standard approach of finding optimal
incentives. The resulting trade-off between gaming and shirking (Proposition 3)
then explains how gaming affects incentive design. Finally, the reason to suppress
incentives is identified to be gaming (Corollary 1).

2.1

The model

Consider the principal of a university (she) who wants an academic (agent, he) to
engage in research but also in marketing this research. The academic can allocate
one unit of time between thinking about research, a1 ∈ [0; 1], marketing, a2 ∈ [0; 1],
or something of no value to the principal (like his next holiday): a1 + a2 ≤ 1
The principal benefits if the academic spends time on research and marketing:
b(a) = βa1 + (1 − β)a2 , where β ∈ (0, 1) describes the beneficial effect of research
relative to marketing. The principal also has control over some good that can be
used as a reward: teaching reductions, more office space, etc. In order to reflect the
6

opportunity costs of these resources to the principal, let her utility be a function of
benefit b and reward r: v(b, r) = b − r.
The academic likes reward r but dislikes spending time on either research
or marketing. His utility is: u(a, r) = r − a21 − a22 . He has the outside option of
spending no time on research or marketing, a0 = (0, 0) and receiving no reward
u(a0 , 0) = 0. Finally, he is assumed to be risk-neutral. This assumption is not
crucial and can be generalized. Imposing it, helps to make the point that the
gaming-shirking trade-off (to be identified later) applies even in the absence of
insurance problems.
There is very little objective information that can be used in this example to
provide incentives. A court of law cannot verify what the academic is thinking or
which benefit the principal derives from it (only the principal knows this). However,
the principal can reward publication success (Y = 1) or failure (Y = 0). Success
is more likely when the academic thinks longer about research or spends more
time contemplating how to market this research. For simplicity, assume Prob(Y =
1|a1 , a2 ) = ρa1 + (1 − ρ)a2 , where ρ ∈ (0, 1) describes the relative importance
of research for publication success. The relative weighting ρ is exogenously
determined by the taste of referees and editors, not by the university principal.
These tastes may differ from the preferences of the princpal, ρ 6= β. Contracts take
the form of a salary π that is independent from performance and a premium π that
is only paid in case of success.

2.2

Standard approach to find optimal incentives

If the course of action could be stipulated in a contract, the principal would pick
the action choice a∗ that maximizes her benefit while ensuring with an appropriate
compensation r∗ that the academic is not worse off. The solution to this first-best
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problem is:7
a

∗

= (a∗1 , a∗2 ) =



β 1−β
,
2 2



1
and r∗ = (a∗1 )2 + (a∗2 )2 = (β2 + (1 − β)2 ).
4

(1)

If the action choice cannot be stipulated but is induced by incentives (π, π), the
agent selects a course of action that maximizes his expected utility:
aπ ∈ arg

max

a∈{(a1 ,a2 )|a1 +a2 ≤1}

π + π · (ρa1 + (1 − ρ)a2 ) − a21 − a22 .

The induced action can be computed using first-order conditions for 0 ≤ π ≤ 2:8
π
aπ = (aπ1 , aπ2 ) = (ρ, (1 − ρ)) · .
2

(2)

The larger this premium π, the more time the academic will spend thinking
about research and marketing. The more emphasis ρ referees place on research,
the less time the academic will spend on marketing.
Incentive are then designed to maximize the principal’s benefit while ensuring
that the agent is not worse off (which is represented by a participation constraint
PC), but also keeping in mind that the agent is only willing to engage in certain
choices (which is represented by the incentive constraint IC):9
max
π,π∈[0,2],aπ

βa1 + (1 − β)a2 − rπ

such that u(aπ , rπ ) ≥ 0
π
and aπ = (aπ1 , aπ2 ) = (ρ, (1 − ρ)) · ,
2

(PC)
(IC)

where rπ is the expected compensation that the principal pays the academic.
7 Formally,

the problem is:
arg maxβa1 + (1 − β)a2 − r
a,r

such that u(e(a), r) ≥ 0
8 The

(PC)

problem is concave with corner solutions at a0 = (0, 0) for π ≤ 0 and (ρ, (1 − ρ)) for

π ≥ 2.
9 Without loss of generality, attention can be limited to π ∈ [0, 2].
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By decreasing the salary π, the principal can reduce the expected compensation rπ until the agent is not worse off:
rπ = ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2

  π 2
.
2

(3)

Mathematically, the problem of finding the optimal incentives is equivalent to
minimizing agency costs, i.e., the principal’s loss from being unable to directly
contract on the agent’s action:10
minπ∈[0,2] b(a∗ ) − r∗ − (b(aπ ) − rπ ),
|
{z
}

(4)

=:απ

where aπ is the agent’s choice given premium π from equation (2) and rπ is the
expected compensation from equation (3) that ensures the agent’s participation.
Notice that the role of ‘dysfunctional behavior’ for finding optimal incentives is neither apparent from this minimization program nor from the principal’s
maximization program on page 8.

2.3

Defining gaming and shirking

The definition of gaming proposed here combines the term ‘gaming’ that was
first pioneered in economics by Baker (1992) with the notion by Holmström and
Milgrom (1991) that some resource can be badly allocated. The resource to be
allocated here is effort, or equivalently, the academics’s displeasure from an action
choice, e(a) = a21 + a22 .
Effort e is distinct from the agent’s activity choice a which differs from Holmström (1979) who finds it ‘convenient to think of a as effort’ and uses effort
interchangeably with action. If effort and action were the same, then discussing to
which action a effort is allocated would not be meaningful. For reasons that will
become clear, the resource is also not taken to be ‘total effort’ or total work time,
t(a) = a1 + a2 as in Holmström and Milgrom (1991), Bond and Gomes (2009) or,
more recently, in Sliwka and Manthei (2013).
Any incentive premium π that induces an action choice aπ different from the
10 This

follows from replacing the participation constraint by the respective choices of rπ and r∗
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initial choice a0 requires a positive effort from the academic. This effort can be
computed as:
  π 2
eπ := e(aπ ) = (aπ1 )2 + (aπ2 )2 = ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2 ·
.
2

(5)

While incentives induce effort, i.e., create displeasure, this displeasure may or may
not be associated with a benefit for the principal.
The action choice a∗ that would have generated the largest benefit to the
principal given an effort level of eπ is:11
√
eπ

a∗ (eπ ) = (β, 1 − β) · p
.
β2 + (1 − β)2

(7)

Whenever effort eπ is used for an action aπ different from a∗ (eπ ), the dis-utility
incurred by the academic is at least partially ‘wasted’. Switching to action a∗ (eπ )
would have been more beneficial to the principal but equally displeasing to the
agent. The extent of ‘waste’ can be computed by comparing the actual benefit,
b(aπ ), with the hypothetical benefit had the induced effort eπ been used in the most
beneficial way, b(a∗ (eπ )). These ideas motivate the following definition.
Definition 1. The academic games incentives π whenever he exerts effort eπ > 0
and uses it for an action aπ that does not employ this effort in the most beneficial
way: aπ 6= a∗ (eπ ). Gaming costs amount to the loss from effort not being used in
the most beneficial way: b(a∗ (eπ )) − b(aπ ).
In order to show that this definition might capture what is referred to as ‘seemingly
dysfunctional behavior’, I want to use it to formalize the claim by Baker et al.
(1994) that such behavior could have been prevented by aligning incentives and
choice a∗ (eπ ) that maximizes the principal’s benefit among all choices that require the
same effort eπ is:
11 The

a∗ (eπ ) = arg max βa1 + (1 − β)a2 such that a21 + a22 = eπ .
a

(6)

Since β ∈ (0, 1), the benefit-maximizing way of using effort eπ is unique and can be found by
solving for a2 in the side-constraint of (6), substituting a2 in the objective function, and determining
a∗1 from the respective first-order condition. This approach captures all solutions because a1 ≥ 0
and a2 ≥ 0.
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rewards, or, as they put it ‘basing pay on an employee’s contribution to firm value’.
For this, a definition of alignment is needed.
Definition 2. Incentives are aligned with the benefit if (i) publication success is
rewarded, π > 0, and (ii) the relative weight that referees assign to research and
marketing also describes the relative importance to the principal, ρ = β.
According to this definition, the iso-benefit lines, which describe all action choices
leading to the same benefit for the principal, and the iso-reward lines, which
describe all action choices that lead to the same expected reward, are literally
aligned; they have the same slope. The condition π > 0 then ensures that the
respective better sets are also equivalent.
Proposition 1. The academic games incentives π 6= 0 unless they are aligned with
the principal’s benefit.
Proof. The actual use aπ of effort eπ from (2) coincides with the choice that
maximizes the principal’s benefit from (7) if and only if:
s
π
(2),(5),(7)
aπ = a∗ (eπ ) ⇐⇒ (ρ, (1 − ρ)) = (β, (1 − β))
2

ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2 π
.
β2 + (1 − β)2 2

(8)

If incentives are aligned, ρ = β, then aπ = a∗ (eπ ) and there can be no gaming. If
there is no gaming, either (i) eπ = 0 or (ii) eπ > 0 and aπ = a∗ (eπ ). Since π 6= 0,
(i) can be ruled out and hence eπ > 0 by(5) and π > 0. Then, equation 8 implies
ρ = β and incentives are aligned.
The specific definition of gaming proposed here thus offers a precise description
in what sense the response to misaligned incentives is ‘dysfunctional’ or why
‘rewarding for A while hoping for B’ is ‘foolish’ (Kerr, 1975). It also provides
a formal justification for the use of balanced scorecards, a device employed in
practice to align incentives (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) but only if the aim is to
avoid gaming.12
As an alternative to the suggested definition, one might consider the most
beneficial use of the academic’s total working time, t(a) = a1 + a2 . Aligning
12 For

an intriguing alternative justification, see Gibbons and Kaplan (2015).
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incentives with the benefit, however, does not ensure that the academic uses this
time to maximize the principal’s benefit—see Proposition 7 in the Appendix.
A natural counterpart to the loss from badly used effort are the costs to the
principal because the academic may shirk and choose an action that requires less
effort than the first-best choice. On the one hand, there is the principal’s benefit
loss that results from any deviation of the first-best from the actual effort e∗ even if
effort were used optimally: b(a∗ ) − b(a∗ (eπ )). On the other hand, this loss has to
be corrected for any gains because compensation in the first-best r∗ may exceed
that under incentives rπ , r∗ − rπ . Combining both terms yields the shirking costs
for incentives π, which reflect the losses due to shirking in comparison with the
first best:
Sπ = b(a∗ ) − b(a∗ (eπ )) − (r∗ − rπ ) .

2.4

Gaming and optimal incentives

This section shows that the standard approach of finding optimal incentives, as
described above, implicitly accounts for gaming.
Consider any incentives with premium π (whether optimal or not) that use the
minimal compensation rπ , lead to an action aπ , and hence require effort eπ from
the academic. Then, the benefit that would have been created had effort eπ been
used optimally for a∗ (eπ ) is b(a∗ (eπ )). We can use this benefit as a benchmark to
decompose the agency costs of incentives π.
Proposition 2. The costs from running incentives (agency costs) are composed of
shirking and gaming costs:
απ = b(a∗ ) − b(a∗ (eπ )) − (r∗ − rπ ) + b(a∗ (eπ )) − b(aπ ) .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
gaming costs Gπ

shirking costs Sπ

For a graphical depiction of the decomposition, see Figure 1. This decomposition
reveals for the first time that designers using the standard approach of finding optimal incentives by minimizing agency costs implicitly care about gaming because it
contributes to them.
The decomposition can be exploited to identify a trade-off that underpins the
optimal choice of the success premium.
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Figure 1: The costs
of incentives π (agency
costs) are due to gaming (effort eπ being
misdirected to aπ instead of a∗ (eπ )) and
shirking, (effort eπ instead of e∗ ).
Proposition 3. For finding the optimal success premium, π∗ , the principal has to
weigh the marginal gains from reduced shirking costs against the marginal loss
from larger gaming costs:
−

dSπ
dπ

=
π=π∗

dGπ
dπ

.
π=π∗

Proof. The optimal success premium minimizes agency costs απ . Since απ is
convex in the success premium, the optimal premium can be found by the firstπ
π
π
order condition: dα
= 0, or equivalently, dS
+ dG
= 0.
dπ
dπ
dπ
∗
∗
∗
π=π

π=π

π=π

The principal increases the success premium until marginal gains from less shirking
are exactly offset by the marginal losses from more gaming—see Figure 2. In
our example, where shirking costs decrease faster than gaming costs increase, the
optimal premium is positive. In other words, optimal incentives are gamed.
In this model, the gaming-and-shirking trade-off determines whether incentives
are high-powered (large π) or low-powered (small π). Hence, the gaming-shirking
trade-off answers the same question as the well-known incentive-insurance tradeoff in the more traditional moral-hazard model but now for a moral-hazard model
where the agent, here the academic, faces a multi-dimensional decision.
In previous proposals to explain the choice of optimal incentives, whether
single- or multitasking, insurance issues play a crucial role, either in the form of
risk-attitude or limited liability (Holmström, 1979; Holmström and Milgrom, 1991;
Datar et al., 2001; Feltham and Wu, 2000; Baker, 2000, 2002). In contrast, these
issues are not essential here: the gaming-shirking trade-off is operational although
13

Figure 2: For the optimal
publication premium,
π∗ , the marginal gains
from preventing shirking
have to be weighed
against marginal losses
from more gaming.
academic and principal are assumed to be risk-neutral and their liability is not
limited.
Insurance issues could easily be incorporated into the model by limiting the
academic’s liability. Then, more compensation would be needed and shirking costs
would increase.13 Still, lowering shirking costs would come at the price of higher
gaming costs. This suggests that the trade-off between both costs is of a more
fundamental nature; a suggestion that is later confirmed in Corollary 2.

2.5

Gaming and suppressed incentives

This section uses the specific definition of effort as ‘displeasure’ to formalize the
vague notion that badly allocated effort is the reason why performance information
is not used to provide incentives.
Consider a variation of the simple multitasking model in which marketing
is harmful to the principal, 1 − β < 0. ‘Marketing’ could, for example, just be a
euphemism for bad scientific conduct such as forging significance levels.14
In this variation of the model, focusing all effort on research maximizes the
13 If

π ≥ 0 and π ≥ 0, the principal would optimally set π = 0 and the expected transfer would
2

2
2
double: rπ = (π)
costs would be:
2 ρ + (1 − ρ) . Gaming costs would be unaffected while shirking
p
p

β2 +(1−β)2
(π)2
π
2
2
π
2
2
2
2
, leading to a U-shape
S =
− 2 ρ + (1 − ρ) β + (1 − β) − 2 ρ + (1 − ρ)
4
function very similar to that in Figure 2.
14 A rather dramatic example is that of Ulrich Lichtenthaler who was ranked best Germanspeaking researcher in business economics in 2005 before retracting 16 of his already
published articles, for example, because significance levels were wrongly reported—see
retractionwatch.com/2014/06/16/ulrich-lichtenthaler-retraction-count-rises-to-16, accessed on 6th
of March 2015.
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√
√

  
principal’s benefit. a∗ (eπ ) =
eπ , 0 and a∗ (e∗ ) =
e∗ , 0 = β2 , 0 . A publi
cation premium of π, however, continues to induce: aπ = ρ π2 , (1 − ρ) π2 because
neither the referee’s nor the academic’s preferences have changed. If referees are
very susceptible to marketing, the damage caused by gaming can be so large that it
is better not to use incentives.
Corollary 1. Suppose that marketing is damaging to the principal, 1 − β < 0.
Then, performance information is not used to provide incentives because of gaming
whenever the referee places too little weight ρ on research:
π∗ = 0 if and only if

dGπ
dπ

≥
π=0

dSπ
dπ

⇔ρ≤
π=0

β−2
.
2β − 1

Proof. Since agency costs are convex in the publication premium, a positive pubπ
π
π
≥ 0 ⇔ dG
≥ dS
,
lication premium cannot minimize them iff dα
dπ
dπ
dπ
π=0

which by Lemma 3 in Appendix A is true if and only if ρ ≤

π=0
β−2
.
2β−1

π=0

Like in the home contractor model by Holmström and Milgrom (1991), performance information is optimally ignored. Rather than vaguely attributing this
observation to the allocation of ‘time’, ‘effort’ or ‘attention’, it is explicitly linked
to the proposed specific definition of gaming.
Figure 3: If marketing is very
detrimental to the principal’s
benefit (e.g. because it means
that the academic fabricates results), rewarding publication
success increases gaming costs
by more than it reduces shirking costs and using no incentives is optimal.
Incentives are not used here although various assumptions were deliberately
chosen to differ from the Holmström and Milgrom (1991). First, the academic was
not intrinsically motivated. Second, the two tasks were not perfect substitutes from
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the academic’s perspective (Instead, he preferred a mixed use of his work time).
Third, the success signal reflected both dimensions. Finally, the second dimension
(forging results) was detrimental to rather than essential for generating a benefit.
The specific assumptions of the home contractor model are thus not necessary to
explain why incentives are suppressed. Indeed gaming may prevent the use of
performance information much more generally (see Corollary 3, later).

3

Generalization

This section takes the insights from the simple multi-tasking model without insurance problems to a very general framework that allows for insurance to matter
and captures most moral-hazard models in which a principal (she) uses rewards to
influence the choice of an agent (he).

3.1

General Model

Consider an agent who can take a course of action that affects some principal.
Agent’s choice and preferences. The agent chooses an action a from some
(separable metric) space A . The principal controls the amount r of some reward
good and the agent prefers having more of this good. Preferences over actions and
rewards (a, r) are complete, transitive, continuous, and separable in a and r and
strongly monotonic in r. Separability means that agent’s preferences over action
choices a do not depend on the level r of the reward good. This assumption is
typically imposed in moral hazard models—even in the very general treatments
of the problem by Gjesdal (1982) or Grossman and Hart (1983).15 While this
excludes, for example, that the academic’s relative preference for research and
marketing changes as he gets richer, it does allow for income effects, e.g., the agent
may prefer to exert less effort when he gets richer.16
Agent’s effort and utility. Given separability, the agent’s preferences over
actions can be represented using a (continuous) effort function e : A → R, where
15 See

Assumption A1 in Grossman and Hart (1983) and Assumption 4 in Gjesdal (1982) in
Section 2-4; a notable exception is his Section 5, where this assumption is dropped.
16 For an example, see Hermalin (1992) who features income effects while agent’s preferences
are additively separable in reward and action.
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a 7→ e(a).17 For simplicity (but slightly abusing notation), e is also used to refer to
the real number describing the agent’s effort for a given action. Using the effort
function, preferences over actions and rewards together can be represented by a
continuous (real-valued) utility function u : R × R → R with (e, r) 7→ u(e, r) that
is strictly falling in e and strictly increasing in r. Standardize the utility when the
agent does not engage with the principal to zero: u(0, 0) = 0.
Principal’s benefit and utility. The principal cares about the agent’s action
choice and dislikes giving up the reward good. Her preferences over (a, r) are
complete, transitive, continuous and separable in a and r,18 where r is a ‘bad’: she
strictly prefers rewarding less. Preferences over action choices can be represented
by a (continuous) benefit function b : A → R, where a 7→ b(a). Using the benefit
function, preferences over both, action choices and rewards, can be expressed by a
(real-valued) continuous utility function v : R × R → R, where (b, r) 7→ v(b, r) that
is strictly increasing in b and strictly falling in r. In many applications, the benefit
does not only depend on the agent’s choice but also on luck, i.e., factors beyond
the control of agent or principal. This could be captured by defining benefit as a
function of a as well as some random variable. In order to keep notation simple,
the principal’s benefit here is written as a function of the action, only.19
Incentives. Incentives are a credible promise of a distribution of rewards by the
principal for each action that the agent engages in. The credibility of the principal’s
promise may result from an explicit contract, which is enforced by a court of
law, or from a a relational contract, which is enforced in a repeated interaction in
the tradition of MacLeod and Malcomson (1989, 1998), Levin (2003), and Halac
(2012). Formally, incentives are represented by a function I: A → C , where C is
the set of cumulative distribution functions. The function maps a given choice a
by the agent to a cumulative distribution function of rewards: a 7→ F I (r|a). This
distribution can be degenerate in order to reflect that the agent has full control over
rewards through his action choice.
17 This

follows from Theorem 1 in Bergstrom (2015).
assumption holds in almost all moral-hazard models. Indeed preferences are often
assumed to be additively separable. A notable exception is the model by Raith (2008).
19 In a model, where benefits were random, b(a) can be regarded as the principal’s certainty
equivalent of the lottery generated by choice a. The existence of the certainty equivalent can be
ensured by an argument similar to that in footnote 21.
18 This
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Contractual Environment. Denote by J the set from which the principal can
choose incentives: I ∈ J . This set describes the contractual environment and is
typically restricted, i.e., not all mappings from action choices to distributions are
possible. The academic could, for example, only be rewarded on the basis of
publications and was more likely to receive π if he spent more time researching.
Being precise about the contractual environment is crucial in order to describe
which incentives are feasible and is hence necessary for finding optimal incentives.
As will become clear, the following insights on the fundamental forces and tradeoffs of incentive design do not depend on the details of the contractual environment.
Induced behavior. Suppose that incentives I ∈ J result in some behavior, or
equivalently, that the agent’s utility maximization problem given incentives I has
a solution. Denote the choice by the agent given incentives I by aI and the real
number describing the effort required for this choice by eI := e(aI ).20 The agent’s
choice aI results in a cumulative distribution F I (r|aI ). The certainty equivalent of
this distribution from the principal’s perspective is denoted by rI , where rI is defined
R
implicitly by v(b(aI ), rI ) = v(b(aI ), r)dF I (r|aI ).21 Practically, rI describes the
principal’s costs for offering the reward distribution associated with incentives I to
the agent when the latter chooses aI .
First-best. Suppose that any promise by the principal to reward a behavior were
credible. Denote some Pareto-optimal choice in this case by a∗ and the associated
reward by r∗ . Formally, a∗ and r∗ are a solution to maxa,r v(b(a), r) such that
u(e(a), r) ≥ 0.22 Denote the first-best effort by e∗ := e(a∗ ). The first-best serves
as a benchmark that may or may not be reached with incentives I ∈ J .
Agency costs. The agent never loses from the introduction of incentives (otherwise his participation constraint would not be met).23 Agency costs, the loss αI to
the principal from running an incentive scheme I rather than stipulating the agent’s
20 If

incentives leave the agent indifferent between multiple action choices, aI is assumed to be a
choice suggested by the principal.
21 The existence of r I follows from continuity of v in r and the intermediate value theorem for
integrals. Uniqueness from the fact that v is strictly increasing in r.
22 Existence of a∗ and r ∗ can be ensured as follows. For any given ã, there is a r̃ such that
u(e(ã), r̃) = 0 because of continuity of u. Since v decreases and u increases in r, the maximizer
(a∗ , r∗ ) has to come from the set {(ã, r̃)|u(e(ã), r̃) = 0}, which is compact because it is the domain
of continuous functions mapping to the compact set {0}. Since v is a continuous function on that
compact set, it has a maximum.
23 If the participation constraint does not bind, the agent gains from the introduction of incentives.
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course of action in a contract, can be written as
αI = v(b(a∗ ), r∗ ) − v(b(aI ), rI ).

(9)

Scope. The framework covers most hidden action problems—even those that
were originally not placed in a principal-agent setting such as Averch and Johnson
(1962).24 Since the framework embeds single as well as multitasking moral-hazard
models as special cases, it can be used to tease out whether a multi-dimensional
action space is necessary for discussing dysfunctional behavior as suggested by
the Nobel Prize Committee (2016).

3.2

Choosing and using Effort

The agent’s ability to state preferences over actions independently from the level of
rewards, which can then be represented by e(a), allows us to distinguish between
two aspects of the agent’s choice. The agent decides, on the one hand, on how
much effort e he exerts, and, on the other hand, on how this effort is used. Formally,
the agent’s choice set can be (dis-jointly) decomposed into subsets that require the
S
same effort e: A = e {a|e(a) = e}, where different effort levels e are associated
with distinct indifference sets {a|e(a) = e}. ‘Choosing effort’ means selecting one
of these indifference sets and ‘using effort’ means selecting an action from this set.
This notion of ‘choosing’ and ‘using’ effort offers a formally precise interpretation
of what Raith (2008) refers to as ‘how much’ and ‘what’ the agent does.
We can employ the idea of ‘using effort’ to distinguish between two model
classes in the literature. Since any action choice is associated with a different
effort level, the early moral-hazard literature (see e.g. Gjesdal, 1976; Holmström,
1979, 1982; Kim, 1995) but also Baker (1992) are special cases of the presented
framework which are only concerned with the agent’s choice of effort. Multitasking
models such as Holmström and Milgrom (1991) and the ensuing literature in
accounting and labor economics (see e.g. Feltham and Xie, 1994; Datar et al.,
2001; Feltham and Wu, 2000; Baker, 2000, 2002; Schnedler, 2008; Christensen et
24 The

regulator in their model is the principal here; the monopolist is the agent; the choice of
labor and capital intensity is the action choice; production costs are the effort; and the social gains
from production are the benefit.
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al., 2010) are special cases in which the effort choice does not fully determine the
agent’s action choice. In these models, the agent chooses effort and decides how to
use it.

3.3

Gaming and dimensionality of action space

Let us define the set of benefit-maximizing ways of ‘using effort’ e:
A∗ (e) := arg max b(a) such that e(a) = e.
a

This set is not empty because b(·) is a continuous function and the set {a|e(a) = e}
is compact, which in turn follows from e(·) being a continuous function. Refer to
some element from A∗ (e) as a∗ (e).
Definition 3 (Gaming). The agent games incentives if he uses the effort induced by
incentives eI = e(aI ) > 0 in a way that does not maximize the principal’s benefit—
although he would not care on where he directs effort in the absence of incentives:
aI 6∈ A∗ (eI ).
Next, I introduce a measure of the extent of the negative consequences of gaming
by comparing the benefit actually obtained with incentives I, b(aI ), to the benefit
that the principal would have obtained had effort eI been used Pareto-optimally,
b(a∗ (eI )), where b(a∗ (eI )) is well-defined because all courses of action a∗ (eI ) ∈
A∗ (eI ) entail the same benefit. For this comparison, the certainty equivalent of
rewards rI is held constant.
Definition 4 (Gaming costs). The gaming costs of incentives I are:
GI := v(b(a∗ (eI )), rI ) − v(b(aI ), rI )).
Gaming costs are never negative because the benefit from optimally used effort
cannot be exceeded b(aI ) ≤ b(a∗ (eI )). They are zero if and only if effort is used
in the most beneficial way, aI ∈ A∗ (eI ). For example, if there is a unique way of
using any given effort e, {a e(a) = e} = 1, the agent’s choice is by definition the
most beneficial one, he cannot game incentives and gaming costs are zero. This
is, for example, the case in traditional (single-task) moral-hazard models, where
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the agent dislikes larger action choices. In extant multitasking models, there are
multiple ways to use effort, {a e(a) = e} > 1, and gaming becomes possible.
This may wrongly suggest that a multi-dimensional action space is necessary for
gaming. For a counter-example, where gaming occurs according to the definition
but the choice space is single-dimensional, consider a nurse who decides on how
many minutes a ∈ R+ to spend with a patient. Suppose that this nurse is intrinsically
motivated to spend a0 minutes with the patient. Spending more or less time creates
displeasure e(a) = (a − a0 )2 . The patient, on the other hand, benefits from more
time with the nurse: b(a) < b(ã) for a < ã. Suppose that all that can be observed
and used in contracts is whether the time spent is below or above some threshold
κ, where κ < a0 . Then, a (rather dysfunctional) incentive scheme I that pays the
nurse a sufficiently large premium for doing at most κ would induce exactly a = κ
and require effort e(a) = (κ − a0 )2 . The same effort could have been used for
ã = a0 + a0 − κ because e(ã) = (a0 + a0 − κ − a0 )2 = e(a). Observe that κ < a0
implies a = κ < a0 + a0 − κ = ã, so that using effort for ã rather than a would
have been more beneficial for the patient. The agent thus games the dysfunctional
incentives I according to our definition: he exerts effort e(a) = (κ − a0 )2 > 0 but
does not use it for the most beneficial action ã. A multi-dimensional choice space
is thus not necessary for gaming.
A multi-dimensional choice space is not sufficient for gaming incentives, either.
Even if his choice is multi-dimensional, the agent cannot game incentives if effort
is a one-to-one function of the action choice. Consider a sales agent who can
inform himself about the customer’s preferences and be particularly nice to her:
A = {don’t inform, inform} × {not nice, nice}. Suppose he finds being nice easier
than informing himself: e ((don’t inform, not nice)) < e ((don’t inform, nice)) <
e ((inform, not nice)) < e ((inform, nice)) . The resulting mapping between action
choices and effort is one-to-one, so that effort can only be used in one way, and
this choice is by definition the most (as well as the least) beneficial.25
Summarizing the insights from the two counter-examples results in the following lemma.
25 Even

for a multidimensional but not countable action set, say A = R × R, effort may theoretically uniquely determine the action because a ∈ R × R can be mapped one-to-one to R using Peano
curves. However, I am not aware of any economically application in which such a relationship
would be meaningful.
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Lemma 1. A multi-dimensional choice space of the agent is neither sufficient nor
necessary for the agent to game incentives.
Recall the claim by the Nobel Prize Committee (2016) that a multi-dimensional
choice is necessary to formalize arguments on ‘dysfunctional behavior’ and its
effect on incentives. This would suggest that the definition of gaming proposed
here is unsuitable to formalize such arguments. In the following, I want to examine
the two most prominent arguments about ‘dysfunctional behavior’, namely, (i) that
it can be avoided by aligning incentives with the benefit and (ii) that it is the
reason why incentives are suppressed. I will then show that both arguments can
be formalized with the definition of gaming although it does not necessitate a
multi-dimensional action space.
First, however, I turn to the second key aspect addressed by incentives in the
example earlier, namely, shirking.

3.4

Shirking and its costs

Incentives are only needed because the agent does not like the behavior that the
principal wants to implement; it requires effort and he wants shirk and settle on
an action choice with less effort which is in his better-set. Incentives may thus
not only be imperfect in the sense that the agent misuses effort but also in the
sense that the agent shirks, eI < e∗ , or that the compensation necessary to prevent
shirking exceeds that in the first-best, rI > r∗ . The loss for given incentives I due
to shirking can be isolated by eliminating the effect of gaming and using the utility
of the principal had the agent used effort in the most-beneficial way and subtracting
it from her utility in the first-best.
Definition 5 (Shirking costs). The costs of eliciting effort eI with incentives I, or
in short, shirking costs, are:
SI := v(b(a∗ (e∗ )), r∗ ) − v(b(a∗ (eI )), rI ).
Shirking costs are never negative because I ∈ J imposes a restriction on the choices
of effort eI and reward rI , while e∗ and r∗ maximize the principal’s utility without
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such a restriction.26

3.5

Aligned incentives and gaming

For examining whether aligning incentives with the benefit prevents gaming, the
respective notion from the academic example needs to be generalized. Fundamentally, alignment in this example meant that larger rewards are associated with larger
benefits. Since the link between the agent’s action and rewards is not necessarily
deterministic anymore, the idea of ‘larger rewards’ has to be interpreted in some
stochastic sense. This is exactly what the following definition does.
Definition 6 (Aligned Incentives). Incentives I are aligned (with the principal’s
benefit) if a change in the agent’s action choice that increases the principal’s benefit
also (weakly) increases the agent’s rewards (in the sense of first-order stochastic
dominance):
for all a, ã ∈ A with b(a) > b(ã) and for all r :

F I (r|a) ≤ F I (r|ã).

What is attractive about alignment is that it can be checked by examining the
relationship between rewards and benefits, both of which are typically known
to a principal who intends to use incentives.27 With this definition in place, the
proposed notion of gaming still supports the claim by Baker et al. (1994) that
alignment prevents ‘seemingly dysfunctional responses’.
The intuition is simple. Alignment implies that the agent cannot obtain larger
rewards by decreasing the principal’s benefit. Absent incentives, the agent is
indifferent when choosing between actions that require the same effort. His choice
is thus entirely driven by rewards. The most rewarded choice, however, is also the
most beneficial one if incentives and benefits are aligned.
Conversely, if effort is employed most beneficially, benefit and rewards have to
be aligned ‘locally’; otherwise, the agent could profitably deviate to another action
that the benefit may well be smaller b(a∗ (e∗ )) < b(a∗ (eI )) but then r∗ < rI .
are, of course, plenty of examples in which incentives seem aligned before they are
put in place but then turn out to be grossly misaligned: the legendary Havard Case about Lincoln
Electric’s secretaries who upped their pay by unnecessary hitting keys on their typewriters (Berg,
1983), Sears policy of reducing base pay and increasing commissions which led to unnecessary
repairs (Paine, 1994), or rewards for test scores that led to cheating Jacob and Levitt (2003).
26 Notice
27 There
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that requires the same effort. The principal can, of course, only infer whether or
not the agent has reason to deviate if she knows the agent’s preferences. If she
lacks this information, gaming can only be avoided if rewards are higher whenever
benefits are larger: incentives have to be aligned with the benefit. This intuition is
behind the following proposition.
Proposition 4 (Aligned Incentives and Gaming). (i) Incentives that are aligned
with the benefit cannot be gamed. (ii) For gaming to be prevented irrespective of
the agent’s preferences, incentives have to be aligned with the benefit.
Proof. Part (i) works by contradiction. Suppose that aligned incentives are gamed:
the agent chooses an action ã rather than a, although b(a) > b(ã), while e(a) =
e(ã). Then, F I (r|a) ≤ F I (r|ã), because incentives are aligned. Consequently,
R
R
u(eI , r)dF I (r|a) ≥ u(eI , r)dF I (r|ã) and the agent does not lose from deviating
to action choice a. This, however, contradicts the assumption that the agent chooses
ã rather than a.28 Hence, the assumption that incentives are gamed cannot be true.
Part (ii). Suppose there are two arbitrary action choices, a and ã, with b(a) >
b(ã) and consider preferences such that e(a) = e(ã) = eI . Effort is allocated to
generate the largest benefit if and only if the agent cannot profitably deviate from
R
R
a to ã. This means u(eI , r)dF I (r|a) ≥ u(eI , r)dF I (r|ã) for any u that increases
in r, which is equivalent to F I (r|a) ≤ F I (r|ã). In summary, for any a, ã ∈ A with
b(a) > b(ã), one gets F I (r|a) ≤ F I (r|ã), which is the definition of alignment.
So, even though the definition of gaming here applies beyond multi-tasking, it can
still be used to formalize the claim that rewarding according to ‘firm value’ can
avoid ‘seemingly dysfunctional behavior’ (Baker et al., 1994). As seen before,
the notion of total working time is generally not suited to formalize the idea that
aligning benefit and incentives prevents ‘seemingly dysfunctional responses’. An
exception are models in which total working time and effort coincide because
the agent dislikes working but does not care on how he spends his time—see
Holmström and Milgrom (1991) or Bond and Gomes (2009) for examples.
Before examining whether the claim that gaming prevents the use of performance information in incentive schemes can be formalized with the proposed
28 Recall

that in case of indifference the agent selects the action preferred by the principal—see
footnote 20.
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notion of gaming, I want to link gaming to agency costs and identify its role in
shaping incentives in the more general framework.

3.6

Role of gaming when designing incentives

The idea that incentives are about preventing gaming and shirking carries over to
the more general framework.
Proposition 5 (The Forces Determining the Value of Incentives). The principal’s
costs from running an incentive scheme (agency costs) are composed of shirking
and gaming costs: αI = SI + GI .
Proof. By definition, agency costs are: αI = v(b(a∗ (e∗ )), r∗ ) − v(b(aI ), rI ). Subtracting and adding the utility from Pareto-optimal used effort, v(b(a∗ (eI )), rI ),
yields:
v(b(a∗ (e∗ )), r∗ ) − v(b(a∗ (eI ), rI )
SI
v(b(a∗ (e∗ )), r∗ ) − v(b(aI ), rI ) =
=
.
+ v(b(a∗ (eI ), rI ) − v(b(aI ), rI )
+ GI
Since the principal’s aim is to minimize agency costs, she will automatically
take gaming costs into account when pursuing this aim. An exception are, of
course, situations in which all incentives entail the same gaming costs, for example,
because they all induce the same action or because all incentives that the principal
can choose from are aligned.
If incentives vary in gaming and shirking costs, the principal will reduce gaming
costs as long as this is possible without increasing shirking costs. Eventually, all
respective opportunities are exhausted and she faces a trade-off: gaming costs can
only be reduced further if shirking costs are increased. This argument directly
leads to the following corollary.
Corollary 2 (Effort Elicitation and Direction Trade-Off). Suppose incentives Iˆ
minimize agency costs. Then, (i) lower gaming costs can only be achieved at the
ˆ
ˆ
price of higher shirking costs: for all I ∈ J with GI < GI : SI > SI . (ii) Lower
shirking costs are only possible by increasing gaming costs: for all I ∈ J with
ˆ
ˆ
S I < S I : GI > GI .
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Proof. The proof for (i) works by contradiction. Take incentives that minimize
ˆ
agency costs Iˆ and suppose no trade-off exists. Then, for some I : GI < GI but
ˆ
SI ≤ SI . This, however, contradicts the fact that Iˆ minimizes agency costs. Claim
(ii) can be proven completely analogously.
This gaming-shirking trade-off underpins incentive design as long as gaming costs
vary between schemes. A notable exception is the traditional moral hazard model,
where gaming costs are zero for all feasible incentive schemes.
Next, use the decomposition idea to formalize that gaming is the reason why
information about the agent’s effort is optimally discarded.

3.7

Suppressed incentives and gaming

More information about effort ultimately means that eliciting effort becomes
cheaper, which suggests the following general definition.
Definition 7. A contractual environment J̃ is more informative (about effort)
than J , if it permits incentives I˜ with lower shirking costs than any incentives in
˜
environment J : for some I˜ ∈ J̃ and all I ∈ J : SI < SI . The additional information
about effort in J̃ relative to J is discarded if the principal does not use such
˜
incentives I.
This definition captures the notion of an ‘informative’ signal by Holmström (1979)
as well as that of a ‘more efficient’ information system by Kim (1995)—see next
section.
Using additional information about effort reduces shirking costs and hence
agency costs. The only reason not to exploit a more informative environment are
consequently increased gaming costs.
Corollary 3 (Optimally Discarding Performance Information). Discarding the
information about effort in J̃ relative to J is optimal if and only if the gains
from lower shirking costs are more than outweighed by larger gaming costs:
˜
although there is some I˜ ∈ J̃ , with SI < SI for all I ∈ J , for at least one I ∈ J :
˜
˜
SI − SI < GI − GI .
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˜
Proof. Since J̃ is more informative than J , there is some I˜ ∈ J̃ with SI < SI for all
˜
I ∈ J . Any such incentives I˜ ∈ J̃ are optimally discarded if and only if αI > αI for
˜
˜
some I ∈ J , or equivalently, if and only if SI + GI > SI + GI for some I ∈ J .

Since the home contractor model by Holmström and Milgrom (1991) is a special
case of the considered framework, this corollary justifies the verbal notion that
incentives are suppressed in this model because of ‘badly allocated effort’—as
long as the latter is identified with the notion of gaming proposed here.
This section has shown that the value from exploiting a more informative
environment is affected by gaming. The next section examines whether gaming is
the reason why classical results on the value of information for designing incentive
collapse outside the traditional single-task model.

4

Gaming and the Value of Information

The aim of this section is to show that the decomposition of agency costs into
gaming and shirking costs is not arbitrary but exactly identifies why results on the
value of information for incentives do not hold beyond the traditional moral-hazard
model.
Since its infancy, the formal analysis of hidden action problems has been interested in the value of information (Gjesdal, 1976, 1982; Harris and Raviv, 1979;
Holmström, 1979, 1982; Shavell, 1979). Probably one of the most important
insights from the early moral hazard literature is that freely available and independent information about performance is valuable as long as it is not yet reflected in
incentives. The intuition is that with such information more effort can be obtained
without having to increase the agent’s exposure to risk. The sufficient statistic
result by Holmström (1979, 1982) prominently captures this idea. Gjesdal (1982)
affirms the sufficient statistic result for a general class of models, including those
where the agent’s choice is multidimensional (see also Christensen et al., 2010).
The key criterion that Holmström (1979) introduces for the sufficient statistic
result is informativeness. A signal Y is informative about the agent’s choice a in
relation to a signal already in use, say X, if the joint density of Y and X, f (x, y, a),
cannot be decomposed into an effect of the action a on X, h(x, a), and ‘noise’,
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g(x, y): f (x, y, a) = g(x, y) · h(x, a)—see condition (17) in Holmström (1979). Starting with optimal incentives using X, Holmström finds that there are incentives
using also Y with strictly lower agency costs if and only if Y is informative about a
given X (Proposition 3 in Holmström, 1979).
In Holmström (1979), the agent prefers smaller action choices a. We can thus
identify the action choice a in his model with the effort choice e in the general
framework examined here. His model then becomes a reduced form of this general
framework that is only about choosing effort but does not explain how effort is
used. This means that agency costs in his model become shirking costs in the more
general framework. Accordingly, the sufficient statistic result becomes a statement
about shirking costs rather than agency costs.
Corollary 4 (Sufficient Statistic and Shirking Costs). Under the assumption of
Holmström (1979), there are incentives using a signal Y in addition to signal X
with lower shirking costs than all incentives using X if and only if the signal Y is
informative about effort e in relation to X (in the sense of Holmström, 1979).
Proof. The proof follows directly from Proposition 3 in Holmström (1979) by
identifying the agent’s decision in his model with the choice of effort e here.
The sufficient statistic result compares two sets of feasible incentives, one which
includes incentives that condition on signal Y , say J̃ , and one which doesn’t, J .
If the signal is informative in the sense of Holmström (1979; 1982), there are
incentive schemes in I˜ ∈ J̃ with lower shirking costs than any incentives in I ∈ J .
Informativeness about effort in the sense of Holmström is thus a special case of
a more informative environment as defined in the previous section. Applying
Corollary 3 reveals that signals that are informative in the sufficient statistic sense
are only valuable if the increase in gaming costs is negligible.
Holmström (1979, 1982) examines the value of an additional piece of information (or signal), or equivalently, he compares two nested information systems. In
order to compare the relative noisiness of non-nested information systems, Kim
(1995) defines an MPS criterion29 and shows that less noisy signals according to
29 Kim

(1995) computes the likelihood ratio, which essentially describes how much probability
mass is shifted by the agent’s choice. He then compares the mean-preserving spread of the likelihood
ratio distribution functions, which is different from the mean-preserving spread of the signal. In
particular, less noise is associated with a larger spread of the distribution functions.
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this criterion can be used to generate the same effort lower expected transfers rI
(see his Proposition 1).
Like Holmström (1979), Kim’s model assumes that the agent prefers smaller
action choices (see his Assumption 1) and we can regard his model to be a reduced
version that is only about the agent’s effort choice and not about the action to which
effort is allocated. His result is thus only about the level and price of effort.
Corollary 5 (Signal Comparison & Shirking Costs). Under the assumptions of
Kim (1995), optimal incentives using signal Y lead to lower shirking costs than for
any incentives using signal Ỹ if Y is less noisy according to Kim’s MPS criterion.
Proof. The proof follows from Proposition 1 in Kim (1995) by identifying the
agent’s decision a in his model with effort e here and by observing that for given
effort level e, lower expected compensation is equivalent to lower shirking costs
because the benefit from optimally used effort b(a∗ (e)) remains constant.
Both corollaries generalize established criteria from the traditional moral hazard
model, where each action is associated with a different cost, to the general framework, where the agent is allowed to be indifferent between choices, which includes
multitasking settings like that of Christensen et al. (2010). The same approach
can be used to translate any result about action choices and their consequences
on agency costs in the traditional moral hazard model to effort choices and their
consequences on shirking costs in the general model without having to re-analyze
the complete problem as, for example, in Christensen et al. (2010).
The limits of any such generalization also become clear. Whatever criterion is
proposed in the traditional model, it only applies to shirking costs in the general
model. The ranking of signals (or information systems) can hence be overturned
by gaming costs. In order to see this, consider the criterion that signal Ỹ is a more
noisy version of Y about e in the sense of a Blackwell garbling. This criterion is
sufficient for Y being more informative than Ỹ in the sense of Holmström (1979)
if both systems are nested and for Y being less noisy than Ỹ according to Kim’s
criterion (1995)—see Gjesdal (1982). If Ỹ is a more noisy version of Y in the sense
of a Blackwell garbling, the principal thus prefers Y to Ỹ —see Proposition 2 in
Gjesdal (1982) or Proposition 3 in Christensen et al. (2010).
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The principal prefers Y to Ỹ because she can get the same action while saving
on insurance costs. This logic assumes that the information system does not
affect to which action the agent allocates effort or that it does not matter where he
allocates effort. Once the system affects where effort is directed and the principal
cares about this, the principal may prefer the more noisy signal about effort because
the respective effort is better used.
Proposition 6 (More noisy but preferred). Even if a signal Ỹ is more noisy than
Y in the sense of Ỹ being a Blackwell garbling of Y for e or in the sense of Kim’s
MPS criterion, the principal may still prefer Ỹ to Y .
Proof. The proof works by counter-example and can be found in Appendix B.
Taken together, the findings from this section show that gaming is the reason why
the results by Holmström (1979) and Kim (1995) do not hold more generally.
Again, the proposed specific definition of gaming is crucial.
If effort is defined as the sum of task-wise choices, the single-task results cannot
be generalized. The reason is that more total time is not necessarily associated with
larger costs for the agent. The choice of total time can thus not be identified with
the effort choice in the single-tasking literature.
The notion of ‘gaming’ implicit in the interpretation of Baker (1992) cannot
explain why information results fail, either. In Baker (1992), larger action choices
entail larger costs for the agent, effort cannot be misdirected, so that gaming costs
are zero. As a result, agency costs always amount to shirking costs and results
from the single-tasking literature fully apply and are never overturned by ‘gaming’
in the sense of Baker.

5

Re-visiting Congruity-Precision-Trade-Off

This section uses the developed tools to shed light on why extant attempts to capture
the trade-offs involved in incentive design under multi-tasking are problematic.
Feltham and Xie (1994); Feltham and Wu (2000); Baker (2000, 2002) stipulate
that incentive designers have to trade-off the congruity (or congruence) between
performance measure and benefit with the precision of the performance measure.
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This implicitly assumes that more congruity reduces agency costs. On the other
hand, Schnedler (2008, Proposition 2) shows that, holding precision constant, the
lowest agency costs are achieved with a performance measure that over-emphasizes
tasks that the agent likes.
The Section confirms that congruity may well be regarded as ‘desirable’ in the
sense of entailing no gaming costs (Corollary 6). Consequently, less congruent
performance measures must lead to lower agency costs because they involve less
shirking (Corollary 7).
The congruity-precision trade-off has been proposed for the multitasking linear
normal model, or short: LEN model, which assumes that performance measure,
Y , and benefit, B, are linear in action choices a = (a1 , . . . , an )0 ∈ Rn , and noise:
Y (a, η) = µ1 a1 + . . . + µn an + η, and B(a, ε) = b1 a1 + . . . + bn an + ε, where ε and
η are normally distributed error terms. Moreover, rewards are assumed to be linear
in the performance measure, r(Y ) = π + πY, and effort to be quadratic in action
choices: e(a) = a0 Ea, with E being a positive-definite matrix.
A performance measure is said to be congruent if the relative effect of choices
on this measure along any two dimensions (‘tasks’) is the same as on the benefit.
Formally, the marginal effects vector µ = (µ1 , . . . , µn ) is a multiple of that of the
benefit b = (b1 , . . . , bn ) : µ = λb, for some λ > 0.30 Otherwise, the performance
measure is dis-congruent.
For a trade-off between congruity and precision to be meaningful, congruity
must be attractive. It could, for example, prevent ‘bad’ choices by the agent.
This idea can be justified by appealing to gaming. Rewarding the realization of a
performance measure that is congruent with the benefit means that it is not possible
to (stochastically) increase measured performance without increasing the benefit.
In other words, incentives are aligned and entail no gaming (by Proposition 4).
Moreover, using a dis-congruent performance measure induces a different and nonoptimal use of effort. The following corollary summarizes these considerations.
Corollary 6. Congruity is desirable in the LEN model in the sense that incentives I
30 A

measure Y with λ < 0 measures ‘bad performance’ and can be turned into a congruent
performance measure Ỹ with some positive λ by flipping the scale: Ỹ = −1 ·Y. Without loss of
generality, we can thus assume for a congruent measure that λ > 0.
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are gamed unless the underlying performance measure is congruent:
GI = 0 ⇔ µ = λb, for some λ > 0.
Proof. For the ‘if’ part, take any pair a, ã, with b(a) > b(ã). Using this and that
the performance measure is congruent with the benefit µ = λb for λ > 0 and
rewarded (π > 0), one gets Prob(π + πλba + η ≤ r) ≤ Prob(π + πλbã + η ≤
r) for some λ > 0. This, however, means that the distribution of rewards gets
(weakly) stochastically larger when moving from ã to a. Incentives are thus aligned
and by Proposition 4 incentives are not gamed.
For the ‘only if’ part, recall that e is strictly convex and b linear, so that b
has a unique maximizer on E := {a|e(a) = e}, say â, at which the derivative of
b on E disappears. Now assume that performance is not rewarded congruently
with the benefit, i.e., there is no λ > 0 such that µ = λb. Then, the derivative of
µa on E at â does not disappear. There is hence some ã with e(ã) = e(â) and
µã > µâ, which implies that Prob(π + πµã + η ≤ r) < Prob(π + πµâ + η ≤ r),
or equivalently, that the agent prefers ã to the Pareto-optimal way â of using e.
Assuming that performance is not rewarded congruently thus implies that the agent
games incentives.
This corollary establishes that congruent performance measures are clearly superior
to dis-congruent ones in terms of directing effort. Still, Schnedler (2008) finds that
performance measures which emphasize tasks that the agent likes lead to lower
agency costs than congruent measures of the same precision. Measuring performance dis-congruently rather than congruently can only result in lower agency
costs if either shirking costs, gaming costs, or both are lower (by Proposition 5).
Congruent performance measures, however, do not entail gaming costs (by Corollary 6). It can thus be excluded that gaming costs are lower: agency costs must be
smaller because of lower shirking costs.
Corollary 7. The reason why some dis-congruent performance measures entail
lower agency costs in the LEN model than congruent ones with the same precision
are lower shirking costs.
Proof. Let I be incentives that reward a signal with µ = λb, for some λ > 0, and
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˜

˜

˜

incentives I˜ have lower agency costs, αI < αI , which is equivalent to SI + GI <
˜
SI + GI by Proposition 5. Using that GI = 0 by Corollary 6 and GI ≥ 0, one gets:
˜
SI < SI .
Shirking costs in the LEN model are partially driven by the agent’s need for insurance. In this sense, the corollary confirms Schnedler’s claim (2008) that insurance
issues are the reason why dis-congruent measures are superior to congruent ones.

6

Conclusion

Despite Gibbons’ observation (1998) that other issues are ‘at least as important’
as the ‘tenuous’ (Prendergast, 2002) incentive-insurance trade-off, formal models
used for the education of future economic advisers and business consultants still
heavily focus on this trade-off.31 Given this focus and given that even scholars
of incentives themselves neglect gaming (Christensen et al., 2010), the seemingly
infinite supply of real-life examples of dysfunctional incentives is perhaps not so
surprising.
This paper hopes to redress the balance with a theory of incentives that explicitly
incorporates gaming. Intuitions are simple and the theory’s generality reflects
the importance of gaming for most applications. In summary, the paper offers
an alternative to the standard paradigm which (if taught) can hopefully resolve
misconceptions about incentive design and prevent dysfunctional incentives.
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A

Additional Results for Multitasking Example

Proposition 7 (Aligning does not ensure most beneficial use of time). Aligning
incentives with the principal’s benefit leads the academic to spend a total time, say
t π := t(aπ ), on marketing and research but does not ensure that he allocates t π in
the most beneficial way for the principal:
for some ρ = β and π > 0 :

aπ 6= arg

max

{a|t(a)≤t π }

b(a).

Proof. The proof works by counter-example. Suppose the principal prefers research to marketing, say 1 > β > 21 . Since incentives are aligned, 1 > ρ > 12 and
by (2), the total time spent by the agent on both tasks is a1 + a2 = π2 , where some
time is spend on marketing: a2 = (1 − ρ) π2 > 0. Next, we show that this way of
using work time does not maximize the principal’s benefit. By shifting all time
spent on marketing to research, the principal’s benefit from researcher increases by
(1 − ρ) π2 β, while he loses (1 − ρ) π2 (1 − β) from less time being spent on marketing.
Overall, the principal’s benefit increases because β > 12 . The induced action thus
did not maximize the principal’s benefit.
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Figure 4: The academic produces expected rewards with the least effort (lowest dis-utility). Although incentives are
aligned with the benefit, total work time
is not used in the most beneficial way for
the principal.

Lemma 2. Given β > 1, gaming and shirking costs amount to:
 q

π
π
2
2
G =
β ρ + (1 − ρ) − (ρβ + (1 − ρ)(1 − β)) ,
2
!
q
2
2

β
π
(π)
Sπ =
− β
ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2 −
ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2 .
4
2
4
that for β < 1, all effort should be focused on research, so that
Proof. Observe
√
π
π
π
π
G = b(( e , 0)) − b(aπ ), then plug
√ in a from∗ (2) πand a from (5).∗ For shirkingπ
π
∗
costs, recall that S = b(a ) − b(( eπ , 0)) − (r − r ) and plug in a from (1), e
from (5) and rπ from (3).
Lemma 3. Given β > 1, the increase in gaming costs outweighs the reduction in
π
β−1 32
dSπ
.
shirking costs at π = 0, dG
if and only if ρ ≤ 2β−1
dπ ≥ dπ
π=0

Proof.
dGπ
dSπ
≥
dπ
dπ π=0
 q

q
1
1
2
2
⇔
β ρ + (1 − ρ) − (ρβ + (1 − ρ)(1 − β)) ≥ β ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2
2
2
⇔ − (ρβ + (1 − ρ)(1 − β)) ≥ 0 ⇔ −(1 − β) ≥ ρ(β − 1 + β).

32 For

a numerical example fulfilling the condition take ρ =
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1
4

and β = 32 .

B

Proof for Proposition 6

Proof. In order to construct the counter-example, we use a variation of the earlier
academic example, in which insurance issues matter. In line with Kim (1995),
assume that the agent’s utility is w(r) − e, where w is a concave function so that
the agent is risk-averse. In order to vary the ‘noise’ of signals, suppose that the
publication signal is ‘polluted’. The true realization of this signal is only observed
with probability γ but with probability 1 − γ, the observed signal shows the opposite
of the actual realization:

Y
with probability
γ
Ỹ =
,
(1 −Y ) with probability 1 − γ
where γ ≥ 12 , measures the degree to which the original signal matters. In other
words, signals with larger γ are less noisy. In particular, Ỹ is a Blackwell-garbled
version of Y , where the degree of garbling can be controlled by γ.
Apart from the change in the agent’s utility and the class of signals, all assumptions are identical to Section 2. Before computing the agent’s choice given
incentives based on Ỹ , we compute the probability of success of the new signal:
P(Ỹ = 1) = (ρa1 + (1 − ρ)a2 ) · γ + (1 − (ρa1 + (1 − ρ)a2 )) (1 − γ)
= (1 − γ) + (ρa1 + (1 − ρ)a2 )(2γ − 1).
By slightly abusing notation and denoting with π the agent’s gain in utility resulting
from larger rewards: π = w(r1 ) − w(r0 ), where ry is the reward in case of Ỹ = y,
we obtain the agent’s choice as: aπ = π2 (2γ − 1) (ρ, (1 − ρ)) . This formula allows
us to re-interpreted the signals Ỹ and Y as a signals about effort rather than the
agent’s action. This is possible because every action choice requires some effort
e = a21 + a22 , so that conversely, any effort level e is used for a specific action choice
given the signal:
√
e
(a1 (e), a2 (e)) = (ρ, (1 − ρ)) p
.
ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2
Now, use this description of the action choice to re-compute the probability of a
successful signal Ỹ = 1:
√
e
ρ
2
(2γ − 1)
(10)
P(Ỹ = 1) = (1 − γ) + (ρ + (1 − ρ) ) p
2
ρ + (1 − ρ)2
q
= (1 − γ) + e · (ρ2 + (1 − ρ)2 )(2γ − 1).
(11)
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From this expression, we see that both, Y (with γ = 1) as well as its Blackwell
garbling Ỹ , are signals about effort e in the sense that their distributions only
depends on effort e. Since a less garbled signal is a sufficient statistic for the more
garbled signal, Proposition 2 in Kim (1995) ensures that Y is a mean-preserving
spread of the likelihood ratio distribution of Ỹ . Using Proposition 1 in Kim (1995)
the expected payment, which is required to obtain effort e with Ỹ , say r(e, γ), is
higher than that for Y , say r(e, 1). Signal Y is thus preferable to Ỹ in terms of
shirking costs.
Next, we show that signal Y is not necessarily preferable in terms of agency
costs. The reason should by now be obvious: higher gaming cost may outweigh
reductions in shirking costs. Suppose that β = 1 and that ρ = 0 for signal Y
and ρ = 1 for signal Ỹ . Despite this parameter choice Ỹ remains a Blackwell
garbling of Y√with respect to effort: the
√probability of success computed in (11)
is (1 − γ) + e(2γ − 1) and for Ỹ and e for Y . Eliciting effort with Y remains
cheaper than with Ỹ but the effort induced with Y is completely useless, while
the effort with Ỹ is efficiently employed. When γ approaches one, the difference
between expected payments r(e, 1) − r(e, γ)√becomes smaller, while the difference
in generated benefit remains constant at e. If we
√ compare agency costs for
sufficiently large γ, we get ΠY = 0 − r(e, 1) < ΠỸ = e − r(e, γ). So, Ỹ is preferred
to Y, although Ỹ is ‘worse’ in the sense of being a Blackwell garbling of Y and
hence also in the sense of Y being a sufficient statistic for Ỹ and its likelihood ratio
distribution function being a mean-preserving spread of the latter.
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